Abstract

The Swadesh’s wordlist has been used for more than half a century to collect data for studies in comparative and historical linguistics. The current study compares the classification results of the Swadesh’s 100 wordlist with those of its subsets to determine if reducing the size of the wordlist impacts its effectiveness. In the comparison, the 100, 50 and 40 wordlists were used to compute lexical distances of 29 Cushitic and Semitic languages spoken in Ethiopia and neighboring countries. Gabmap, a based application, was employed to compute the lexical distances and to divide the languages into related clusters. The comparison shows that the subsets are not as effective as the 100 wordlist in clustering languages into smaller related subgroups, but they are equally effective in dividing languages into bigger groups such as subfamilies. It is observed that the subsets may lead to an erroneous classification whereby unrelated languages by chance form a cluster which is not attested by a comparative study. The chance to get a wrong result will be higher when the subsets are used to classify languages which are not closely related. Though a further study is still needed to settle the issues around the size of the Swadesh’s wordlist, this study indicates that the 50 and 40 wordlists cannot be recommended as reliable substitutes for the 100 wordlist under all circumstances. The choice seems to be determined by the objective of a researcher and the degree of affiliation among the languages to be classified.
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1. Introduction

One way of keeping research quality is employing an effective data collection tool because it undoubtedly determines the quality of data to be gathered (Vorndran & Botte 2008; Sharma 2012). As a data collection tool for historical and comparative linguistics, the Swadesh’s wordlist was developed by Swadesh (1952) and has been used for more than half a century. The review of related works indicates the wordlist has been used to calculate lexical or phonetic similarities in order to classify languages or varieties based on their similarities (Chumbow et al. 2007; Blench et al. 2008; Kitchen et al. 2009; Starostin 2010). The limitations of the wordlist are that lexical similarity can happen due to borrowing, chance and universal tendency of languages to have similar lexical items such as onomatopoeic words (Minett & Wang 2003; Muller et al. 2009). However, it is assumed that borrowing does not equally affect words in a language and this is universal applying to all languages. The borrowing of lexical items among non-related languages is so rare that it accounts for about 2.5 to 5 percent of the 40 wordlist compiled by Holman et al. (2008). Moreover, it is assumed that the replacement of the basic words through time is less stable and same for all languages at any time. A study conducted on thirteen languages estimated that the average vocabulary retention is about 80.5 percent every thousand years (Holman et
al. 2008), and this percentage is consistent with Swadesh’s (1971) claim that the replacement rate per million years is 15 percent. The retention rate of vocabulary depends on frequency of use, semantic field and culture while the frequency of use accounts for 50 percent of the retention variance (Atkinson 2010; Vejdemo 2010).

The Swadesh’s 200 words can split into two groups: the 100 words initially created by Swadesh, and the remaining 100 words. The first 100 words are called high rank while the remaining 100 words low rank (Chen 1996). Words in the high rank are postulated to be more stable and loan-resistant than those in the low rank (Chen 1996). Moreover, it is known that more retention of a proto-language will be kept in the high rank while borrowed items will be brought into the low rank more quickly and easily. Based on this point, Chen (1996) proposed a method to judge genetic relationships between languages. He stated that languages with genetic affinity have a greater number of related words in the high rank than in the low rank and these words are presumably resistant to a lexical change. The comparison of the 200 wordlist and the 100 wordlist revealed that the presence of loanwords in the full list does not significantly affect the classification results (Syrjanen et al. 2013). The impact of loanwords may have been offset by the size of the wordlist and relative weight of size of the wordlist and the number of loanwords.

In spite of the attempts to improve the wordlist, there has been a perceived arbitrariness in determining the number of words in the Swadesh’s list because the items on the list have increased 100 to 200 (Sarah 1962; Starostin 2000; Kitchen et al. 2009). The free ride in the length of the wordlist seems to have inspired other researchers to create a very long list for a comparative study (Snider & Roberts 2006). Some researchers have started wondering if the subsets of the longest wordlist could be used to get satisfactory results. For instance, Chumbow et al. (2007) used 50 words from the 100 wordlist and reported a good result on the classification of Cameroon and Equatorial Guinea languages, but the selection of the words in the subset was not systematic. However, other researchers tried to calculate stability index of the 100 words in the Swadesh’s list and took only those which could yield an optimal classification. Among them are Holman et al. (2008) who reported that the first 40 words which have a higher stability index are enough to classify languages into subgroups. On the other hand, others still argue that even a shorter list containing the first (35 or 15) most stable words can produce a good classification result as the 100 wordlist (Holman et al. 2008).

Unfortunately, investigators (Holman et al. 2008, 2010) employed different procedures in calculating stability index, which resulted in different ranks of stability index for the same items; case in point is louse which ranks first in Holman’s et al. (2008) list but 17th in Starostin’s (2010) list. The words in the 40 stable lexical items are not the same though not altogether different. Starostin (2010) argues that the first 50 stable items (according to his rank of stability index) are sufficient to obtain a good classification result for remotely related languages but he contends that the 100 wordlist or 200 wordlist may be needed to classify dialects and closely related languages. Despite the difference in their computational techniques, both investigators might have considered many world languages when they
calculated stability rate because it could be affected by geographic settings of languages or their families (Greenhill et al. 2008).

The 40 wordlist is frequently used in published works because the subset has been experimented on different world languages and produced reliable results (Kitchen et al. 2009; Wichmann 2012). The experiments indicated that increasing the list size does not affect a classification result, producing no significant gain or loss. It is also known that a short list can result in an erroneous classification of languages with an attested genetic relationship (Wang & Wang 2004; Syrjanen et al. 2013). The Swadesh’s wordlist has two associated problems: the length of the list is far from being settled as there are various proposals and the ranking of the lexical items is based on different stability indexes. The current study is concerned with the first problem as it sets out to test Starostin's (2010) and Holman’s et al. (2008) proposals by applying them on 29 Cushitic and Semitic languages spoken in Ethiopia and neighboring countries. As far as the online survey of published works is concerned, the proposals have not been tested on different languages. Therefore, the main aim of the current study is to compare the classification results of the 100 Swadesh wordlist with those of its subsets to determine if reducing the length of the wordlist impacts its effectiveness.

2. Method

2.1. Languages and the wordlists

The languages in the study belong to two main branches of the Afroasiatic family: Cushitic and Semitic. Amharic, Ge’ez, Gurage, Tigrigna and Silte are members of the Ethio-Semitic group according to linguistic studies (Blench et al. 2008; Voigt 2009). Amharic, Chaha, Geto, Gafat, Inor, Kistane, Mesqan, Mesmes, and Silte are grouped under the South Semitic branch while Tigrigna, Tigre and Ge’ez under the North Semitic branch (Bender 1976). Some of the languages have disappeared, and others are used by small and threatened communities. For instance, three of the Semitic languages such as Ge’ez, Gafat and Mesmes are dead while others continue to actively serve as media of a daily communication for their respective speakers. Language death is disputable, but it is generally accepted that a language is declared totally dead when no “speakers are left of a particular language variety in a population that had used it” (Mufwene 2004, pp. 204).

On the other hand, the Cushitic languages in the current study are Afar, Arbore, Awngi, Gedeo, Hadiya, Oromo, Sidama, Somali and Tsamay (Mous 2012). The sub-grouping of the Cushitic languages is not conclusive as the position of Awngi is debatable and Tsamay is not considered in the internal classification of the family (Wedekind & Wedekind 2002; Mous 2012). Ongota is also a very controversial language, generating a lot of proposals about its genetic affiliation (Sava & Tosco 2000). This classification problem could be attributed to a lack of stability as the language is shifting to Tsamay and other neighboring languages (Campbell et al. 2014), adding to the list of endangered languages of the world. The Cushitic languages exhibit a greater time-depth than the other Afroasiatic languages in spite of their good typological similarities (Mous 2012). It is believed that the close relationship among the Semitic languages and the distant relationship among the Cushitic
languages will give a good opportunity to try out the Swadesh’s 100 wordlist and its subsets to assess their effectiveness in classifying different languages.

The Swadesh’s 100 wordlists of 29 languages which are spoken in Ethiopia and neighboring such as Eritrea, Kenya, Somalia, Sudan and Egypt were used in the study. The languages for which wordlists were readily available online and those for which native speakers were willingly available for translation were included in this study. The wordlists for five of the languages were collected online from published works while the wordlists for the remaining languages were collected by the investigator from native speakers of the languages. Arbore, Awngi, Tsamay, Ongota, Mussiye and Gedeo have wordlists in the SIL linguistic surveys conducted by Wedekind & Wedekind (2002). The wordlist used in the SIL survey is long consisting of 320 items, including the 100 Swadesh’s core vocabulary; thus, only those words which are in the original wordlist were considered for this study.

2.2. Classification and statistical analysis

The effectiveness of 40 wordlist of Holman et al. (2008) and the 50 wordlist of Starostin (2010) was tested on the 29 languages described above. The wordlists were transcribed phonemically and submitted to Gabmap (a web-based application developed at Information Sciences, Groningen and hosted by at Meertins Institute, Amsterdam) in order to classify them based on lexical distances. The software was selected for ease of use, assuming no high computational skills (Nerbonne et al. 2011). The lexical items were tokenized so that diacritics would not be considered as separate characters and diagraphs (e.g., /dʒ, tʃ/) were not used in the phonemic transcription because the software considers them as separate strings. Using the weighted Levenshtein distance, the software automatically computed the lexical distances of the wordlists of the languages. The lexical similarity matrices of the 100 wordlist and its subsets were used to automatically classify the languages based on weighted average hierarchical clustering. In order to validate the results, an attempt was made to compare them with the previous classifications done by comparative techniques.

3. Results

The main objective of this study is to determine if the first two stable subsets (consisting of 50 or 40 items) of the Swadesh’s 100 wordlist are sufficient to classify languages into groups already identified by a comparative method. Based on the previous works of Holman et al. (2008) and Starostin (2010), it is expected that classification results of the two subsets will be as good as that of the 100 wordlist.

3.1. Swadesh’s 100 wordlist

The languages are divided into different hierarchies which are consistent with the classifications in the published works on Ethiopian languages (Figure 1). At the highest level, the dendrogram branches off into two bigger groups, which are readily recognized as Semitic and Cushitic families by a linguist familiar with Ethiopian languages. The Semitic unit split into two groups which are often known as the North and the South Semitic; the
former includes Ge’ez, Tigre and Tigrigna while the latter consists of Amharic, the Guraghe languages, Gafat, Argoba, Harari and Zay. It might strike readers as odd that Mesmes has moved out of the Guraghe cluster and joined Gafat because the language is usually considered a member of the cluster in many previous works (Lewis 2005). Geto and Chaha have the shortest lexical distance which means they are closely related sharing many lexical similarities. Diachronically, they may be considered sister languages which recently descended from a common ancestor though unrelated languages can exhibit large lexical similarities due to an excessive borrowing (Müller et al. 2009).

**Figure 1:** Classification of Cushitic and Semitic languages in the study

The numbers show the relative certainty of clusters of the 29 languages in the study and the clustering was made with Gaussian noise. The probabilistic clustering is based on a lexical similarity computed from the Swadesh’s100 wordlist.

The Cushitic group has the largest of speakers inhabiting different regions, mostly the eastern and southeastern parts of Ethiopia and the dendrogram has divided the group into six subgroups, which consist of different number of languages. As expected, Awngi and Beja form a separate branch because the languages are different to be in one group. In the previous works, Awngi is reported to be part of the Central Cushitic which includes other varieties such as Qimant, Xamtanga and Bilen (Wedekind & Wedekind 2002). Beja is an isolate as it is the only language which has a separate branch, known as the North Cushitic (Eberhard, Simons & Fennig 2019).

Kambaata, Hadiyya and Sidama form a separate group while Tsamay and Ongota; Oromo, Arbore, Gedeo and Mussiye; and Afar and Somali make different clusters, which are comparatively homogenous. These languages are usually consistently reported to form the biggest Cushitic unit known as the East Cushitic which is further divided into Highland East Cushitic and Lowland East Cushitic. In the previous works (Tosco 2003), Highland East Cushitic consists of Kambaata, Hadiyya, Sidama, Gedeo and Burji, but Gedeo has left this group and joined Lowland East Cushitic, which includes Oromoid, Afar-Saho and Omo-
Tana groups. In the current classification, Somali, which is usually grouped together with Boni in the Eastern Omo-Tana, should have formed a group with Arbore, which belongs to the western linguistic unit in Omo-Tana (Mous 2012). The association of Afar with Somali should not be surprising because Somali is geographically the closest language to Afar, but the two languages are less closely related; Afar might have been classified with Saho if Saho had been included in the study (See Eperhard, Simons & Fennig 2019).

3.2. Starostin’s Swadesh wordlist

The 50 wordlist is as effective as the 100 wordlist in classifying 29 Afroasiatic languages into families and subfamilies. Cushitic and Semitic families are clearly separated in the dendrogram, and they are further divided into small groups attested by past studies (Gragg & Hoberman 2012; Mous 2012). The internal classification of the Cushitic family also remained intact with only Oromo changing its membership, having joined the Highland East Cushitic, which is inconsistent with its classification reported in the previous studies (Tosco 2003).

![Figure 2: Classification of Cushitic and Semitic languages in the study](image)

The numbers show the relative certainty of clusters of the 29 languages in the study and the clustering was made with Gaussian noise. The probabilistic clustering is based on a lexical similarity computed from the first 50 stable subset of the Swadesh’s 100 wordlist.

In addition, the 50 wordlist does well in the internal classification of the Semitic languages, but more instability is noted in this family, particularly in the Guraghe languages. For example, Kistane, Zay, Harari and Masqan changed clusters, making the hierarchical clustering unstable and unreliable (Figure 2). However, many groups such as the North Semitic, Amharic-Aargoba, Chaha-Geto-Inor and Silte-Walani remained stable, and Gafat and Mesmes also remained in their clusters. It seems that the wordlist is more effective in
classifying languages which are either very closely or remotely related. Similarly, Starostin (2010) stated that this wordlist can be a better choice when one opts for a satisfactory classification instead of using the 200 or 100 wordlist which is relatively time-consuming especially if a large number of languages are involved. However, it is good to know that the 50 wordlist may not be as reliable as the 200 wordlist in classifying languages into clusters, which are attested by comparative studies.

3.3. Holman’s et al. Swadesh wordlist

Holman et al. (2008) and Starostin (2010) have tried to reduce the Swadesh’s wordlist to 40 and 50 items respectively by taking only the first more stable words in the 100 wordlist proposed by Swadesh (1952). Obviously, the two wordlists are not altogether different because they contain words sampled from the same list but different indices of stability are used to select the words from the reservoir. Therefore, it is interesting to see if the two wordlists produce at least similar classification results as the 100 wordlist even though Holman et al. (2008) and Starostin (2010) have already claimed successful results, by having tried out their wordlists on several world languages.

Figure 3: Classification of Cushitic and Semitic languages in the study

The numbers show the relative certainty of clusters of the 29 languages in the study and the clustering was made with Gaussian noise. The probabilistic clustering is based on a lexical similarity computed from the first 40 stable subset of the Swadesh’s 100 wordlist.

The classification generally remains intact, but very few lower nodes of the clusters become unstable. In the dendrogram, we can clearly see two big branches (Semitic and Cushitic) and the internal classification of both families has not changed essentially (Figure 3). Obviously, when compared to the performance of the 100 wordlist, the 40 wordlist has some limitations.
in classifying languages which can be affiliated to different languages. For instance, Arbore is grouped with Afar and the value for certainty of the cluster is very low (64 percent), which casts doubt on the validity of the cluster representing languages which are closely related. In addition, the internal classification of the Highland East Cushitic is problematic as Sidama has become unstable by being grouped with Hadiyya or Kambaata. The dendrogram shows that the probability of Sidama forming a cluster with Hadiyya is lower (63 percent), but it is higher with Kambaata (100 percent). Interestingly, the two languages have not disintegrated when the size of wordlist is reduced to 40 items.

Similarly, the Semitic languages have not disintegrated with all languages remain in their clusters albeit the reduction of the size of the wordlist to 40 items. The languages are sorted out into the North and the South Semitic subfamilies, but the certainty for some languages to form a true cluster appears to have decreased. For instance, the certainty of Argoba and Amharic to branch off from the same node is reduced to 74 percent and the same is true for Zay and Harari. This pattern is also observed in Cushitic languages whereby the percentage of certainty for Sidama to form a true cluster with Hadiyya has decreased to 63 percent.

4. Discussion

Based on the results of previous studies, it was expected that the two subsets of the original Swadesh’s wordlist compiled by Holman et al. (2008) and Starostin (2007) would have similar results in classifying 29 Cushitic and Semitic languages spoken in Ethiopia and other countries such as Kenya, Somalia and Eritrea. The classification results of the two subsets are generally similar, particularly in dividing the languages into families and subfamilies. When compared with the 50 wordlist, the 40 wordlist is more popular and thus more commonly used in language classifications (Kitchen et al. 2009; Wichmann 2012) but their classification results are not that different. The choice between the two wordlists may be guided by the availability of more works which have used the 40 wordlist. If one is to be guided by the principle that the more items in the list, the more accurate and reliable classification results will be expected, the 50 wordlist will be definitely a better option.

Generally, the 100 wordlist is more effective in separating the 29 languages into homogenous groups, which are consistent with classifications reported in the previous works on Cushitic and Semitic languages (Ethnologue, 2010) . The study conducted on Uralic languages showed that the 100 wordlist could yield a classification result which is similar to the 200 wordlist (Syrjanen et al. 2013). This is not surprising given the empirical evidence that the 100 wordlist is superior to the 200 wordlist in terms of containing words which are resistant to borrowing (Syrjanen et al. 2013). It is also known that genetically related languages have more cognates in the 100 wordlist which may contribute to its effectiveness. Therefore, it is evident that limitation in quantity of the wordlist can be compensated by its quality but it is yet not known where the balance between quantity and quality is optimally maintained.
5. Conclusion

The study assessed the effectiveness of the 50 and 40 wordlists in classifying languages into homogenous clusters and compares their classification results with that of the 100 wordlist. The intention is to see if the reduction of the size of the wordlist affects its classification efficacy. Accordingly, it showed that the subsets are not as effective as the 100 wordlist in clustering languages into smaller subgroups, but they are equally effective in dividing languages into bigger groups such as subfamilies. It is noted that the subsets may lead to erroneous classification results whereby unrelated languages by chance form a cluster not attested by a comparative study. It is important to know that the 100 wordlist can also result in a wrong classification, but the chance seems to be higher when the size of the wordlist is reduced. The chance is particularly greater when the subsets are used to classify languages which are not closely related. Though a further study is still needed to settle the issues around the size of the Swadesh’s wordlist, this study indicates that Holman’s et al. (2008) and Starostin’s (2010) wordlists cannot substitute the 100 wordlist under all circumstances. The choice seems to be determined by the objective of a researcher and the closeness or affinity of the languages to be classified.
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